Abstract-Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV) are expected to perform survey missions in both known and unknown environments. While the primary mission of an AUV is data collection, generally achieved with a sidescan sonar or a multibeam echosounder, another key task is to guaranty its own security. This paper deals with the problem of obstacle detection and avoidance by means of a forward looking sonar (FLS) mounted on the GESMA Redermor experimental AUV.
INTRODUCTION
W1 ,thile the primary mission of an AUV is data collection, generally achieved with a sidescan sonar or a multibeam echosounder, another key task is to guaranty its own security. For that, the AUV needs to know in advance its environment and to find potential obstacles.
An "obstacle detection and avoidance" system is divided in a number of modules, each with its associated complexity (sensor, signal and information processing, vehicle behaviour). Each module can vary from one AUV to another, according to its size, its value and the use that one wants to make. Decisional autonomy is of primary importance for the definition of such a system. The AUV needs to process automatically information extracted from sonar images in order to choose own action strategies. Processing steps performed on FLS images can be as follows: 1) automatic detection of echoes and/or acoustic shadows; 2) object tracking and false alarm reduction; 3) echoes association and acoustic shadow characterization in order to estimate the shape or, at least, the extend of the obstacle; 4) rough localisation of obstacles to inform the vehicle supervisor in real-time about the position of the hazard; 5) bounding box definition around the detected obstacle defining an area to avoid; 6) selection between hazardous obstacles (net, 15°(V) does not provide precise details and precise localization of the obstacle. For a range from 20 to 100m, the resolution cell increases from about 50cm to 2.5m in length according to the sector formed. The first step is to provide robust algorithms in order to avoid any obstacle. In addition to robustness, the implemented algorithms have to be low computable.
In the following, we make the assumption that only an obstacle exists ahead the vehicle.
B. Image processing A segmented image of four classes can be derived from the raw sonar image. Each class is related to a specific area: strong echo area, medium echo area, background area and shadow area, from the stronger level to the lower level of pixels. In order to keep any potential alarm, strong echo detection simply consists in thresholding the sonar image. The threshold value is equal to a portion of the maximum level of the pixels, typically 7500. This level is essential to keep valuable echoes. The two following thresholdings are then applied to the low-pass filtered image. An average filtering is applied in order to smooth, hence to filter noise and to lower false alarm rate. The size of the filter mask takes into account sonar image resolution: finer in range than in azimuth. This is done to ensure an isotropic filtering within the meaning of ground scale. As a consequence, the mask size is minimal along the azimuth axis in order to preserve details and much larger along the range axis (according to the range to azimuth resolution sizes ratio). This filtered image is thresholded to extract shadow areas. This threshold is computed from the estimation of the reverberation mean [5] . For 2) HMI example Fig.4 shows a screenshot of the H4MI in the case of the first class tethered mine with a tether length of 5m. IV. OBSTACLE CHARACTERIZATION In this part we have made the hypothesis that the AUV is traveling above a flat seabed without any rough relief. We consider three obstacle classes: point target (labeled class 1), school of fish (labeled class 2) and shipwreck (labeled class 3).
A. Single ping detection and rough classification oflarge obstacle We first perform a rough classification based on information available on images displayed on the H4MI for a single ping.
The segmented image (excepted pixels corresponding to the water column and pixels located in the last noisy part of the image) presents several connected segmented areas whose pixels are labeled "echo" or "shadow". The largest area is then studied. If pixels which belong to this area are labeled "echo", we assume that the vehicle is ahead a potential school of fish (class 2). On the contrary, if a "shadow" structure is observed, and if we can find an "echo" area in front of the shadow, we assume that the vehicle is ahead a potential shipwreck or a seabed structure (class 3). Nevertheless, for these two cases, the contrast between this area and the background must be strong enough.
B. Tracking ofa still obstacle A still obstacle (of class 1 or class 3) can be tracked through the sequence. We have developed a tracking procedure performed on the sonar image by taking into account navigation information. An obstacle is visible on the sonar image thanks to the echo. Obstacles of the third class presents extended echo areas. On the contrary, for a point target of the first class, the tracking performs well by taking advantage of both the classical echogram and the original echogram where we can see tracks of the punctual echo. Detection of obstacles of the first class occurs only if no obstacle of the third class has been detected and roughly classified as such. We say that a point target is detected if it has been found and tracked on three consecutive pings.
As soon as a still obstacle is detected, the absolute position (latitude, longitude, depth) of the centroid of its echo is computed using both the information extracted from the image (relative position of the target) and the information about the current position of the AUV (longitude, latitude, depth, yaw, roll, pitch). At the next ping, we use the new position of the AUV and the absolute position of the obstacle detected on the previous image to compute the position that the obstacle should have on the new image if it has not moved. If we detect an obstacle in the vicinity of the new position and classify the same type of obstacle with sonar data gathered by the current ping, we consider that the same object has been detected in the two frames.
If an obstacle is tracked on at least three consecutive pings, we consider that it is not a false alarm. Another advantage of the tracking is to gather relevant features on this potential danger which will be useful to the avoidance (see next paragraph).
C. Bounding volume around the obstacle Another useful information can be extracted from the sonar pictures.
The features extracted from a picture can be used to generate a bounding volume for the obstacle. This bounding volume sets a secure area around the obstacle, which is necessary for the obstacle avoidance.
The bounding volume is generated using the polygonal bounding area of the echo of the obstacle on the sonar image.
The absolute position (longitude, latitude, immersion) of each of the four points of the polygon is computed, based on an ellipse which surrounds the echo area. Each point has a longitude, latitude and depth error margin by tacking into account both the vertical aperture and the beam width (see figure 5 ). As a result we obtain thirty-two points (eight points for each of the four initial points as we can see on the figure 6). The eight points with the most extreme coordinates (longitude, latitude and depth), which demarcates the biggest volume, are consequently taken as corners of the final bounding volume. Fig. 6 . Generation of the eight points from the initial point using the error margins
Obstacles of the third class (like shipwreck or seabed structure) have another feature that can be used to generate the bounding volume. The length of the shadow gives us an idea of height of the obstacle, thus we use this as the height of the bounding box, instead of the height of the volume previously processed. An example is given on the figure 7. When an object is tracked through frames, a new bounding volume is generated each time. We chose to represent the bounding volume of an obstacle as the mean of all the bounding volumes generated since the first time it was detected.
We are now able to extract a simple geometric representation of an obstacle from successive sonar frames. This is a crucial information to enable the vehicle to decide what it will have to do next.
V. AVOIDANCE STRATEGIES
A. Context The information we obtained thanks to image processing together with navigation data gives to the AUV a partial knowledge of the encountered environment.
Depending on its mission and on the data collected on its neighbourhood, it must be able to react in order to keep its safety and to continue its operation.
As our approach is the use of AUVs in context of navy operations, we consider that the area where the AUV navigate is in essence dangerous, firstly because it can be in a badly known environment or because it can meet unexpected hazards.
Consequently, a great caution must be taken in the definition of the robot behaviour when it encounters an unpredicted echo. The use of a Forward Looking Sonar does not allow to conclude if the echo represents a real danger or not, but the way by which it can be analysed would depend on the AUV current mission.
B. On transit mission Here, we consider that the AUV follows a sequence of waypoints, which have been determined manually (by a human operator), or automatically, using a global path planner algorithm.
The strategy commonly applied is to implement a reactive algorithm, like the potential field one [6] in order to directly avoid a potential collision with detected echoes.
improve our knowledge of the area we are working on. Moreover, if it is easy to avoid a punctual echo because of its reduced size, it is not the same problem with extended ones. Our example is on a shipwreck, but we can consider the fact that the obstacle is not completely seen by the sonar (object barrier).
Consequently, we think it would be interesting to get more information on the echo, for example with another sensor. FIG 8 shows some result obtained during the DEVITOBS'06 trials. It is obvious that data obtained with a high resolution side scan sonar allow a better classification of the echo. For object barrier, it will also allow to determine the shape and the limits of the echo, and a safe path to avoid it and go back on its first trajectory, using a local path planning algorithm.
If it appears that there is an important quantity of obstacles, it can be better to abort the mission, to consider the area as dangerous, and to reprogram the mission somewhere else.
C. On exploration mission The problem is similar for exploration mission. For such operation, the AUV must cover different areas, generally with side scan sonar. This kind of operation is common to verify the clearness of other vehicles path.
Point-shaped Stats obstacle qethered mine) In our case, analysing these echoes could be a good way to Fig 9: Simulation of an automatic global path planning for exploration mission with two areas to explore (blue) and one to avoid (red) obtained with for Redermor AUV [7] .
The first global trajectory can also be generated manually or by a global path planning algorithm (Fig 9) . For such mission, it is important to follow precisely the programmed path, to be sure that the area has been correctly explored. Consequently, if the AUV detects an obstacle and tries to avoid it directly, it can create some holes in recorded data. Its avoidance behaviour must allow to: -get more information on the obstacle, using other sensors (local planning) (Fig 10-b ) -define a security perimeter around the obstacle (Fig 10-b, c ) -achieve the exploration of the zone, except the obstacle zone (global planning) (Fig 10-c) As for transit mission, if the explored area appears to contain a high quantity of obstacles, it is better to stop the mission and to inform the operator of the situation. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, algorithms have been developed to postprocess data from DEVITOBS'06 experiment using the GESMA testbed platform Redermor. More than an obstacle classification, we have shown that a bounding volume can be defined around the obstacle. This knowledge of the encountered environment of the AUV is of high interest to improve avoidance strategy capability.
